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TIGERS MAKE ANNUAL TREK TO NORFOLK
OGLETHORPE DEFEATS CLEMSON IN FAST TAU BETA PI HOLDS
GAME ON ANNUAL HOMECOMING DAY 12-0
FIRSTJNITIATION TO MEET FLYING SQUADRON OF V, M.l
Dapper Meyers and Herrin
C. P. Walker is Honor Junior
Alumni of Washington to AtLADIES' DANCE WAS
Shine for Petrels
this Year
tend in Full Force
In a fast, well played and thrillWith the usual pomp and cereTau Beta Pi, honorary Engineering
VERY ENJOYABLE mony
ing contest, the gridiron huskies
due to the presence of the
fraternity has pledged twelve new men
from Oglethorpe defeated the Tigers
on Homecoming day to the tune of
12-0. With a flash of wonderful
form, the Dapper Meyers and Herrin led their mates
to victory,
breaking the record of the Tigers
who have never before suffered defeat before the present student body
on Riggs field. Both teams played
their hearts out, and it is without
a single alibi or reason that the
Bengals went down in glorious defeat.
Threatening several times,
and once within the shadows of the
opposing goal, the Tigers seemed
to lose power, and the defense to
tighten, so that scoring was impossible.
It was a sparse crowd that shivered in the stands while the classic
of Clemson rolled before their eyes,
expecting either rain or snow, hut
so intriguing was the work of both
the bands of warriors that nothing
short of a flood could have forced
a single person to leave the stands.
It was a fast game offering plenty
of breaks to everyone. In fact the
first half was played for the most
part in about mid^field with the
ball changing hands on fumbles,
none of which proved disastrous to
either team. Substitutions were few,
only on two occasions in the Petrel
backfield.
Oglethorpe was
not reluctant
about its debut. From the very first
their bag of tricks was open, and
many were the strange and profitable concoctions held within.
In
fact the high spot of the game
came in the first period. Clemson
kicked and after an exchange of
punts, for the most in Clemson's
territory, Miller punted to Herrin
who sneaked thru the ends from
the 26 to the 37 yard line. Proctor
was hurt but was restored by attendants and continued.
On a cross buck on the next play
the unstoppable Meyers twisted thru
the line off tackle, stepped momentarily in the clear; took his bearings, and fled from the scene of
action to the tune of 6 3 yards and
a touchdown, the first of the game.
His 'protection was formed quickly
on the play and Craig, the last man
to attempt a tackle was taken out
beautifully by two Petrel linesmen.
The play was perfectly executed and
took everyone completely by surprise.
Up to this point the line
play of Clemson had been near
perfect, but a fleet back and a
moments relaxation was enough to
account for a tally. The kick from
placement by Anderson was not
good.
Score—Clemson 0—Oglethorpe 6.
Soon after the tally, Clark and
Harvin went in for Miller and Lambert.
On the first play Harvin
fumbled and the Petrels recovered
on Clemsons 25 yard line as the
first period ended. Herrin made 9
at tackle but the ball went over to
the Tigers on their own 49 yard
line. The ball was punted 40 yards
(by Clark and two successive first
downs made by Herrin and Anderson. Here one of the major penalties of the game was made. Oglethorpe lost 15 for
unnecessary
roughness. No other threats were
made during the first half altho as

(Continued on page six)
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c-es^f^lK SHA&PE:
is a tackle who has played a consistently
good game this year.

HYPNOTISM SHOW TO
BE FRIDAY NIGHT
Aero Club Sponsors Entertainment
The Clemson College Aero Club will
give a Hypnotism show in Chapel Friday night, Nov. 6. The entertainment is"
being given so that the Areo Club dm
finish overhauling the plane that was
purchased last year.
The hypnotism show will be conducted by H. C. Woodson, and it promises
to be one of the funniest shows ^'-^r
given in the College Chapel. Woodson
gave a show of the nature for the Aero
Club last year, and he has also given
several other entertainments on various
parts of the campus. This show will
be different from any that has been given
before, and some of the strange effects
of hypnotism will be demonstrated.
The Clemson College Aero Club
bought an Eaglerock biplane last year
that had been cracked-up. They have
just about finished overhauling the fuselage and it is now ready for co\cring
This plane should be ready for flying
sometime in the early Spring. The
funds derived from the entertainment
will be used for buying equipment for
the plane.

JUNIOR DANCING CLUB
PLANSJOP NOV. 27
Officers Have Not Yet Selected
Orchestra
The Junior Dancing Club of Clemson
College is planning to hold the annual
Junior dance in the Field House Friday,
November 27.
This affair, coming the evening following Thanksgiving, is expected to draw
the dancing contingent from all parts
of the sttae. Many of the schools and
colleges are giving the students a holiday
extending over the entire week end, and
a large quota of these young people
will probably attend the Furman-Clemson football game in Greenville Thursday afternoon will also be a big added
attraction, and no doubt many of the
alumni will wish to remain over for the
dance the following night.
While final arrangements have not yet

filling this semester's quota.
This Numerous Alumni Present at
number includes the honor junior C. P.
Hop
Walker, and the remainder of those
seniors who form the highest quarter
The Ladies' Dance rewarded the hopes
of the class.
of hose present to enjoy a few hours of
Membership in Tau Beta Pi is the
dancing and pleasure extraordinary last
goal of all students who are engaged in
Friday night in the big gym as another
the study of Engineering. The qualifi1
of
the season's major social events took
cations for membership are among the
place. Contrary to some expectations,
most exacting of any of the other honor
fraternities. The membership is limited founded on the reputation of some the
to the highest quarter, in scholastic previous results of the Ladies' Dance in
standing, of the students enrolled in recent years, this hop has entered the
the Civil, Electrical, and Mechanical -En- records as a very successful achievement.
gineering departments. The highest The sponsors deserve much praise for
eighth are elected during the second the success of this affair.
The Jungaleers again displayed their
semester of the j'vnior year. In order
lovable
brand of jazz music,-and those
lo encourage scholastic achievements, the
who
heard
them last year were amazed
one sophomore who has made the most'
at
the
marked
improvements, with all
outstanding record during his first two
years is made eligible for membership due credit to their performances last
season. The trio: Pace, Burns, and
the first semester of his junior year.
Barnes
were treated with several encores
The following men were elected to
as
a
result
of their crooning entertainthe fraternity: R. F. Causey, A. B.
Coggins, C. A. Farish, R. H. Hughs, ment. Truly, this mifcical group deD. J. Jeter, H. S. Montgomery, T. B. serves much praise. Its ability to agreeSartor, M. M. Smith, H. C. Woodson, ably sway the ever demanding joy seekH. L. Wyant, and the honor junior, C. ers at will, and the occasional concentrated notes of each instrument at tne
P. Walker.—E. L. M.
command of Charlie Pace seem to create
such an overwhelming effect that some
simply can't withhold their exuberant
joy.
Numerous alumni were present, and a
perfect atmosphere of gaity reigned
among old friends as their hands clasped
and the "Hello there" phrases were spokPresident of Wofford College en.
Well Received by Cadets
P. R. C.

DR. H. N. SNYDER GIVES
ADDRESSJN CHAPEL

Dr. H. N. Snyder, president of Wofford College, addressed the Clemson
student body from the rostrum of the
college chapel Thursday morning, November 29.
Dr. Snyder immediately captured and
held the attention of every one present
with his ready flow of wit and his pratform personality. The theme of his address was based around fragments of
three speeches which he remembered having heard chapel orators deliver when he
too was in college.
The first speech which he recollected
was part of a United States Senator s
address, in which the Senator made the
statement that he would swap all of his
worldly gain and honors for an opportunity to begin his life over again. The
second fragment was from a college
president's speech in which the president
beseeched his young audience not to be
"lesson-getters", but to get more than
mere lessons out of the college course.
The third and last portion which Dr.
Snyder remembered from all the speeches he had heard was from a man who
begged the listeners "to get a big idea
and swing on to it", and not to let
it go until its purpose was accomplished.
Dr. Snyder, using these few examples, wove a wonderful address about
them, and from remarks overheard
among members of the corps, the speech
was truly appreciated by everyone who
heard it.
—W. G. A.

been arranged, the Field House will be
decorated as never before in the history
of Clemson dances. Negotiations are
being carried with many orchestras;
among which are Billy Hamilton of
Charlotte, The Carolina Gamecocks, and
Buford Maxwell.

GOODWILL MOTORCADE
VISITSJIEERTOWN
Present on Campus Last Wednesday
The Greenville Goodwill Motorcade
arrived at Clemson at 1 -.30 P. M. last
j Wednesday afteroon. The group consifted of approximately seventy-five cars
under a convoy of State Highway
Patrolmen. Upon their arrival on the
Campus, they were led on a brief tour
o! inspection with Bob Roark, locai
sleuth, acting as guide. At the conclusion of the trip,
the entourage
stopped at the Main Building to be received by Dr. Sikes. The Furman bana,
who accompanied the tour, furnished the
music for the occasion. Following the
speech of welcome the group adjourned
to the mess-hall where they were guests
or the College at a luncheon in their
honor.
Following the luncheon, the group
continued their trip to Westminister.
This tour was sponsored by the Greenville Chamber of Commerce as an incentive to better understanding and relations between the citizens of Greenv'lle and nearby towns. The itinerary o.
the tour included Easley, Pickens, Liberty, Central, Clemson College, Seneca,
Walhalla, and Westminister. This tour
also commemorated the completion o»
the first concrete highway to join South
Carolina and Georgia.
A similar group, from Atlanta bound
from Greenville, will be entertained at
the College November 3, at which time
the Corps will give a full-dress parade
ir. their honor.—E. L. M.

usually politically prominent alumni
the Tigers make their annual trip
to Norfolk
next
week.
Facing
them will be the famous Flying
Squadron from V. M. I.
Predictions of the outcome of this game
are being reserved until the last
minute. There will be the opportunity to test the caliber of this
year's Tiger team in comparison to
.hat which took the field at Norfolk last year. The score of the
jame in '30 gave the Tigers a decisive victory, and facing them this
years will b'e amlost the same lineup
as took the field a year ago.
Last week up at Davidson the
Wildcats took the measure of the
Squadron to the tune of 7-0. This
means simply that Davidson
is
sticking' to its habit of turning in
unexpected victories in one mind.
V. M. I. was tied by the Citadel
who defeated Clemson. This rnean^
nothing tho, except as natural comparison.
The team which will face Neely's
charges will be with only a few exceptions the same outfit that took
the field last year.
Dunn is a
man at full, which is the outstanding change.
Well will Gill, Captain, be remembered who plays a
nice "Catfish Smith" game at end
and at the same time doing the
booting.
Smith the 160 pound
terror does the passing, which is
second to none.
Davidson found
them uncomfortably accurate. Then
there is Travers, rated by many to
be the best back in the state. Coach
Raferty no doubt will be looking
for the proverbial revenge that
every football coach and team is
cupposed to look for, for he has
trained his charges for this fracas
.vith a purpose.
At the present there is no idea
as to what team Neely will use
against the Cadets. Although it was
bouyed up by the steady and hard
blocking of Proctor, and added to
by the sensational line drive shown
by Hook, there are possibilities
that an entirely different set will
be tried next week in order to find
a clicking combination. Clark, Hook,
Harvley, and Miller are certain to
see service, but as to the lineup—
a guess would be hazardous.
The line which started minus the
services of Proctor who was shifted
to blocking back last Saturday will
probably remain unchanged. Fleming and Craig turned in excellent
games against the Petrels and will
get their share. The guards and
tackles are doubtful.
Davis and
Sharp were mountains of power but
Bowles may come in for one of
these positions. Needless to say,
Fordham will start at his post.
Playing as he has all year, it is
~oing to be hard to keep him off
the All State selections.
The Alumni of the Washington
chapter are making the trip down
by boat as usual, and various functions have been planned to entertain
them and the team.
The Tigers have hit a stride that
we doubt not will carry them to a
victory, for even tho the score was
against them the Bengals turned
in a game against the Petrels that
was the best of the season, and
if this form Is continued it will
take more than a mere squadron
to stem the feline's roar.'—B. J. A.
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EDITORIAL
SCHOOL SPIRIT
School spirt should be of such a nature as to always back to
the very inch every activity in which the institution is represented. Thru fair weather or foul, victories and defeates, years
of glory and years not so successful, it should always flame in
the heart of every supporter, and not wane with every unfavorable circumstance.

Have our teams been praised in the past for victories only?
No! The Tigers have always been appreciative of hard fighting
—no matter how great the odds against our team or the final
outcome.

ay
RDRMJ t A5HM0M-
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E'ureka! At last things are looking up. For two consecutive chapel
hours now, we have had speakei-b
who could and did hold the attention of the cadets. These men had
something to say and said it well.
Both Dr. Snyder's address and Dr.
Taylor's lecture on "Romeo and
Juliet" were tremendously appreciated by the Corps and not one
disparaging remark has as yet been
heard about either. And that's saying a lot!
We congratulate the
committee who asked these men to
speak; the corps appreciates more
substance and less hot air.

A letter was sent to "The Tiger"
the other day signed by one of the
members of the student body with
the request that it be printed. We
would print this letter but we think
it much ton mild to impress the
people to whom it is addressed.
It consisted of an ardent appeal for
the Taoys of Clemson to please consider the feelings of others in the
matter of their conduct and remarks in public places, especially
in the Y. M. C. A. moving picture
theater.
Why is it that some people have
to class themeslves with morons,
imbeciles, and idiots?
No selfrespecting white man would make
some of the lascivious, filthy, stupid
wise cracks and noises that emit
from certain creatures, when a
scene containing any thing which

^^^^^►^►^►^►^►^►^►^►^►^►^►^^►^►^^•^►^►^^►^►^►^►^►^^►^►^^►^^
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Clemson's record of the past three years has consisted chief- t
ly of a long series of victories—victories won by hard fighting T

and good sportsmanship. This year Clemson's gridiron record
is not quite so commendable when one only stops to consider
the number of victories won. However, this fact only makes
more apparent the necessity of school spirit.

this privilege already. We wish to
put in our claim for it also. Understand now, we do appreciate the
State Fair Holiday, but really, it's
an utter impossibility for a person
to settle down the next day after
AND
the Clemson-Furman football game
and do any work. Even the professors will agree to this, and we
aren't so sure that they wouldn't
like an extra day themselves. How
can the "powers that be" expect
us to discuss the game, make up
sleep, and get rid of a hangover
all at the same time? 'Sorry mister
might be considered a trifle risque but it can't be done. The lessons
is thrown upon the screen.
must suffer.
Even Shakespeare put
some
"dirt'' in his best works— to apJust a little hint: the French
peal to the mentality and crudeness
Revolution was caused by the starvof the lower classes who stood in
ing masses uprising.
What with
the bear-pit and shouted at the
the depression and everything, the
actors.
price of food is proportionally lowHow in the name of heaven could.
er. We don't like goat meat or
Miss Kytle be expected to play
whatever it is that we get on Thurssome of the heavier parts in "Romday!
eo and Juliet" the other night with
Day by day the proverbial school
a constant shuffling of feet, or spirit everyone is supposed to have
some idiot getting up every now fades. Two alumni who returned
and then and walking out? If the for the Homecoming remarked that
people who do these things abso- there were so many Clemson calutely can't learn any better, why dets on the road Saturday afternoon
don't they give the audience and leaving college that they thought
the actors a break and remain be- the game had been called off. It
hind the barn where they belong. was the duty of every cadet to
The Corps as a whole is really very attend this game. Tho the stand
thoughtful and considerate of oth- seemed full, just picture that crowd
ers, it is only about five per cent and then the corps formed, for
who can't learn common decency. parade.
The remainder were no
If anyone happening to sit by one doubt on the road.
of these nuisances in a dark theater, would quickly strangle him to
Perhaps it was the weather, the
death, the Corps and everyone con- depression, or perhaps more attraccerned would appreciate it greatly. tive pleasures that prevented an
We will close by saying that the alumni trek to the Alma Mater for
day of silent pictures is past, let the homecoming, but whatever the
the talking pictures do the talking! reason, we would hate to have had
to produce one on short notice last
Two weeks ago, the paper pub- week end. The alumni themselves
lished by Duke University, mention- "hear the spirit is dying" but on
ed the fact that the student body this one day of the year show the
would certainly like to have the corps that there is' a difference btday following Thanksgiving as a tween theory and practice. It would,
holiday. They cited the fact that be safe to say the old grads who
practically every school in the coun- were here are seventy percent from
try, aside from themselves, rated the last two classes.
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There is no reflection on Coach Neely and. his staff of assistants. Having very few veterans and a handful of inexperienced
material with which to begin his debut at Clemson, Neely has
given as favorable results as could be expected from any man.
He has produced a team that fights, and what more can be
asked? It is up to every loyal Tiger and supporter to realize
this, and do all within his power to keep alive that spirit which
has always characterized Clemson.
This year is an important one in the history of this school.
Our future victories depend upon the way in which we brave
the defeats of this our "off year." A loss of loyalty among
students would be disastrous; a continuance of whole-hearted
support, with the added rejuvenation of plans for the future,
will lead Clemson on to greater achievements than ever before.
Although no marked signs of dissatisfaction have Tfeen
noticed among the cadets, it is certain that your loyalty could
be made more apparent through a mass attendance of all the
pep meetings, rooting more than ever before at the games, and
in your talks with anyone you might meet wishing to know the i
state of affairs on our campus.
In doing these things you will do more than is possible in
any other way to push your alma mater to the top of the
ladder where she belongs through that medium of SPIRIT—a
spirit unexce11e':| i" env institution and known as Clemson's
ow,n!
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Has Clemson ever produced a harder fightng team than the f
T

one of this season? Anyone seeing the Yellow Peril in action
will readily respond in the negative.
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COMPANY BASKETBALL GETS
OFF TO FINE START

jyems '
4AQ

LUTHERAN SOCIAL

i

The Clemson Lutheran Students
•enjoyed
a delightful
Hallowe'en
social given by the Lutheran Church
of Walhalla last Saturday evening,
Oct. 31. The boys left the campus
about six-thirty in the Y. M. C. A.
ous and returned later in the evening by the same means. The party
was held in the cotton barn of Mr.
Meiberg's home in Walhalla, and
the room was very attractively decorated with harvest products and
Jack O'Lanterns to carry out the
spirit of Hallowe'en.
The guests
were entertained with quite a number of lively and interesting games,
after which ten proms were held.
At the end of the last date delicious
hot chocolate and cakes were served. A very pleasant evening was
spent by all, and the cadets who
•enjoyed the party are especially indebted to the people of Walhalla
lor the hospitality which they received at their hands—C. P. W.
VESPER SERVICES
The regular weekly Vesper services was held in the Y. M. C. A.
auditorium Sunday evening, Nov. 1,
1931. The services, which was conducted by Wallace Fridy, the president of the Y. iM. C. A., was opened
with a song, after which a prayer
was offered by Mr. Dan Lewis. The
Rev. J. O. Smith was the speaker
•of the evening, and the subject of
his talk was "Our Duty To God."
He illustrated, his talk with some
incidents from football history. He
brought out the point that in our
lives, as on the gridiron, we are
not fighting for ourselves alone,
but for our friends and for our God.
The service was closed with a prayer by Mr. Smith.
—C. P. W.
WORLD STUDENT
CHRISTIAN FEDERATION

-, S

The World Student Christian Federation's strength
is incalculable.
There are twenty-three
national
student Movements affiliated in the
Federation and there are several
other Movements which have coresponding members.
The
student
membership numbers about 3 00,00 0
in approximately 3,000 universities
and colleges.
A profound readjustment is taking place in student thinking in
every country in the world, and this
is resulting in a good deal of confusion about the value and place of
religion. Hence it is important and
timely service that the Federation
is rendering in leading its members in a quest for the essential
elements of the Christian faith and
life.
It is evident that Christianity is
in for a long and hard struggle. The
Federation, as a league of Christians students around the world, is
taking active measures to meet the
situation.
What it is attempting
to do may be summarized in the
following five statements:
1. The Federation is helping its
members to get a firmer grip on the
great realities of Christian faith.
2. The Federation is strengthening the younger movements and
those in special difficulty from Nationalistic and Communistic attacks.
3. The Federation
is fighting
the war system by building up international understanding and cooperation.
4. The
Federation is taking
courageous action in the interest of
race reconciliation.
5. The Federation is stimulating
its members to a realistic study of
the economic life of the world with
the aim of removing the injustices
and , maladjustments which now
characterize it.

L

PICTURE SCHEDULE

L

Nov. 11—Marion Davies in "Five and
Ten" (lie.)

Nov. s—Joan Bennett in "Hush
Coming: "Sob Sister"
A great deal of interest was shown in Money"
"Waterloo Bridge"
the starting games of Company BasketNov. 6—"Mystery of Life"
"Young as you Feel"
ball held in the Y last week. A series
Nov.
7—"Mystery
of
Life"
<
of about six games for each Company
"It's the folks who could tell
Nov. 9 and 10—Edmund Lowe ani
will be played and the eight highest
All they know in a half hour "who
picked to compete in a tournament for Lois Moran in "Translantic"
I are forever talking."
the Regimental Championship.
Results of last week's games are as
fellows:

A vs B
A clearly outclassed B throughout the
MR. HARDWICK GIVES TALK
entire game. The work of Allen and the
Mr. Jim Hardwick, associate Region- lanky Swails was best for A, while
al Secretary of the Y. M. C. A., gave Harvley for B looked good.
Score: A 24, B 7
a very interesting talk to a group
of freshmen last Thursday evening on
C vs D
the subject of "Being One's Self".
The game was close the first half but
Mr. Hardwick said that being one's self
the sudden shooting spurt of Wood and
is the greatest problem confronting a
Gilbert left D behind in the last half
student that enters college today. H'e
Score: C 28, D 13.
showed, by various examples, how the
machine age of today tends to do away
E vs F
with initiative and individualism and in
The fine passing of E coupled with
their place sets up conformed ideas to the excellent shooting of Ted Simmons
which students, when entering the por- easily won the game. Wells and Curry
tals of college, are expected to conform. played best for F.
He urged those present to develop their
Score: E 31, F n
personality—to do that which is right
Gvs H
even if their stand on a topic is, at
This game was nip and tuck until
times, an awkard one. He stated that
every young man should elevate him- the third quarter when the accurate
self, that he should express the deeper, shooting of "Rat" Chaplin put the game
nobler things in life, that he should on ice for G. Sherman was best for
do his own thinking, and that he should H, getting 12 points.
Score H 24, G 35.
develop original ideas and not try to
L vs M
follow someone else.
Cochran with 15 points and Parks
About fifty freshmen were present
at the meeting and enjoyed the talk with 12 points led their team to victory
very much. This is nothing unusual as over L. Coleman and Fagan played best
Mr. Hardwick is an expert on the sub- for L.
Score: M 35, L 19
ject of young men and their problems.

COLD WEATHER HERE AT LAST

Long Blue Topcoats
AT $15 AND 20
— SEE —

Ibofce Sloan
HOW ABOUT WOOL SOCKS?

by Interwoven.

Sure I have them,

Very Pretty.—.Gloves.—.Mufflers.

g^'«ffaaigrei>a>aMM»teigmra«M^

Girls vote for

PIPES
(for men!)
ASK any girl you know to name her
L favorite smoke—for men! Ten to
one she'll say a pipe!
She's discovered—trust her bright
little eyes—that it's the BIG men, on
the campus and off, who welcome the
mental stimulation
and relaxation they
get from this real
man's smoke.
And if she's verywise in the ways of
smokers, she'll go
one better than
that. She'll tell you
the men who know,
smoke Edgeworth! She like3 a pipe—
for you!
No two ways
about it, you do get a doubly satisfying smoke when you fill up your pipe
with this famous old blend. It's a happy
combination of choice burleys — cut
long to give you
a cool, slowburning smoke.
And its mellow
flavor and rich
aromahave made
Edgeworth the
favorite pipe
tobacco on 42
out of 50 camA real man's smoke

puses.

Help yourself
to a pipeful next time someone pulls
Edgeworth out of his pocket. Pick up
the familiar blue tin yourself at any
good tobacco stand. Or for a special
free sample packet write to Larus & Bro.
Co., 105 S. 22d St., Richmond, Va.

EDGEWORTH
SMOKING TOBACCO
Edgeworth is a blend of fine old burleys,
with its natural savor enhanced by Edgeworth's distinctive
and exclusive eleventh process. Buy
Edgeworth anywhere in two forms
—EdgeworthReadyRubbed and Edgeworth Plug Slice. All
sizes, 15^ pocket
package to $1.50
pound humidor tin.

It pays
to look over the wall
The industry that succeeds today is the
one that looks outside its own "back-yard"
for ways to make itself more valuable.
For many years, Bell System men
have been working out ideas to increase
the use and usefulness of the telephone.
For example, they prepared plans for
sellinp- ' y telephone which helped an
lsurr
man to increase his annual

business from $1,000,000 to $5,500,000
—a wholesale grocer to enlarge his volume 25% at a big saving in overhead—
a soap salesman to sell $6000 worth of
goods in one afternoon at a selling cost
of less than 1 %!
This spirit of cooperation is one reason why the Bell System enjoys so important a place in American business.

BELL SYSTEM
NATION-WIDE

SYSTEM

OF

INTER-CONNECTING

TELEPHONES
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Adair. After this talk, the Society held
was especially
an informal discussion. W. B. Ingaflls ship in the Society.
The
program
for
the
evening
conIngalls
made
gave a few suggestions on how to presisted
of
a
number
of
short
talks,
on
"What
Is
pare a speech in his talk. R. L. Steer
The
talk
presented
by
R.
N.
Camprogram
was
offered the jokes before the adjournment
bridge on the New Holland Tube able one.
of the meeting.
PALMETTO LITERARY SOCIETY
DAIRY CLUB
Due to the fact that we had had no
time to read all of the collegiate news
that came to our desk last week, we
just filled up a column rambling. But
this week we have perused the various
papers with more than passing interest.
One item of outstanding interest not
only greeted us in the Gamecock, but
found its way into the columns of The
Greenville Piedmont also. So with the
double slam staring us in the face, we
had little chance of missing it. And
then, numerous students have called our
aUention to the clipping, which they
took from the Piedmont. So with that
point in view, we are going to quote a
section of the Gamecock editorial page
entitled "Rotten Sportsmanship."
'^Nothing delights a spectator more
than to see students show good sportsmanship at football games, even if their
team is losing. Many however, went
away after the game Thursday with their
estimation of the Clemson spirit considerably lowered.
"It is considered bad sportmanship for
students to cheer when the opposing team
suffers a penalty.
The Clemson cadet
corp must not know this as organized
cheering was heard from their section
each time Carolina was penalized. Not
only does Clemson do this but also a
certain high school in Columbia. This
bad form was especially noticeable at
the game Saturday.
"Everyone criticizes the Carolina students for their lack of spirit. But they
at least do not cheer whenever their opposing team suffers a penalty. May
they continue not to do so."
And that, boys and girls, was our
weekly bed-time—Oh, pardon us, we
were speaking of sportsmanship, I be-'
Hove. What we meant to say was that
that was The Gamecock, speaking with
the authority that comes only from having witnessed the Carolina-Clemson
games for the past four years. Personally, we would have thought that the
Gamecock would have been, the last paper in the world to criticize Clemson's
sportsmanship. Ah! but it is amazing.
What an effect beating Clemson after
having been walloped four years in succession, can have upon one who attempts
t) express the sentiments of an entire
Student body. We don't recall having
seen any articles on sportsmanship in
the Gamecock after those games which
the Tigers won, nor do we recall having seen any criticism in The Tiger of
Carolina's sportsmanship, not that there
hasn't been room for it. We hate to
dig up these old incidents, but we assure
you that they come in self-defense. We
guess that the writer of the above editorial would call it a lack of spirit that
caused approximately one-third of those
fans on the Carolina section (a friend
tells us that we underestimate the number) to get up and leave when Carolina
was trailing the Tigers by the score of
20-7, long before the game was over.
We don't say that they were students,
because we don't believe that they were,
but a Clemson man whether in uniform
or in cits, whether in school now or a
graduate, never gets up and walks out
on a Tiger team. We wonder if it ever
occurred to our editorialist that those
cheers were not a result of our seeing
Carolina penalized, but the outgrowth of
our gladness to see the Tigers going
down the field, and I think that the
above writer will admit that he has reference to those penalties that occurred
■when Clemson was advancing very rapidly. This is the first time that we have
ever seer* an outside writer criticize the
Clemson spirit, and this is the only
criticism that we have seen or heard
as the result of the past game. On the
contrary, we've had not a few to tell
us how they admired the cadet's spirit
after losing to Carolina. We do not
wish to criticize the Carolina sportsmanship on spirit as that in itself is
noor SPORTSMANSHIP.

The Palmetto Literary Society held
:ts regular weekly meeting in the Society
Hall on Thursday night. The most of
the evening was devoted to the settlement
of several matters of business. The oath
of membership was also given to thirteei
new members.
The program offered for the evening
was opened by a reading by J. B. Newman, J. B. Gibert read a number of new
and amusing jokes. Two most enjoyable
readings were given by O. H. Green
before the meeting was adjourned.

CALHOUN LITERARY SOCIETY

The Dairy Club met Thursday
evening in the Dairy Building There
was a full attendance of the members, and the evening proved to be
a very enjoyable and
interetsing
meeting. At the conclusion of the
meeting a delicious course of refreshments were served.
Professor J. P. LaMaster talked
to the club for a short while on the
future of dairying as an industry.
He emphasized the opportunities in
the business of dairying ,and urged
the memhera to regard this work as
their career. The talk was very encouraging to the members.

The Calhoun Literary Society met
A. S. M. E.
Tuesday evening in the Society Bali.
The A. S. M. E. met Thursday
The program offered at this meeting fea- evening in the Engineering Buildtured a number of short and interesting ing. The beginning of the meeting
talks by the members. An instructive was given over to the formal initiatalk was given by J. L. DeLoach. An tion of the twenty-four candidates
extempere talk on "How to Improve a for the Society.
These exercises
Literary Society" was given by J. R. gave the candidates full member-

interesting.
W. B.
an illuminating talk
Engineering?,'". The
an unusually . enjoy-
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FRESH NUNNALLYS AND HOLLINGWORTHS
CANDIES IN CELLOPHANE
AT

JOE SLOAN'S
GONKLIN AND WATERMAN'S PENS
NEW STOCK

It's a
Truly Modern
Cigarette"
//

"I'm certainly grateful for Lucky
Strike. It's a truly modern cigarette for
it gives me modern throat protection.
And your improved Cellophane
wrapper is wonderfully modern,
too. It opens without any coaxing
— a flip of the little tab and there
are my Luckies."
9

A famous and beloved picture star while
still in her 'teens—blessed with breathtaking girlish beauty—could fate have
been kinder to Loretta Young? She'*
the very incarnation of young loveliness.
If you have not seen her in First
National's "Ruling Voice/' do so.

That LUCKY tab! Moisture-Proof
Cellophane. Sealed tight—Ever
right. The Unique Humidor Package. Zip—And it's open! See the
new notched tab on the top of the
package. Hold down one half with
your thumb. Tear off the other
half. Simple. Quick. Zip! That's all. Unique!
Wrapped in dust-proof, moisture-proof, germproof Cellophane. Clean, protected, neat,
FRESH!—what could be more modern than
LUCKIES' improved Humidor package — so
easy to open! Ladies - the LUCKY TAB is

t,

—your finger nail protection.
t*

It's toasted

Your Throat Protection — against Irritation — against cough

And Moisture-Proof Cellophane Keeps
that "Toasted" Flavor Ever Fresh
TUNE IN—The Lucky Strike Dance Hour, every Tuesday,
Thursday and Saturday evening over N. B. C. network

Made of the finest tobaccos —the Cream of
many Crops —LUCKY STRIKE alone offers the
throat protection of the exclusive "TOASTING"
Process which 'ncludes the use of modern
Ultra Violet Ray
"le process that expels certain harsh, biting . itants naturally present in
every tobacco leaf .These expelled irritants are
not present in your LUCKY STRIKE. "They're out
—so they can't be M" No wonder LUCKIES

are always kind *o your throat.
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DEPRESSION IS ON
Dark Saturdays are these. The oft repeated question of
"How much did we beat'em" is no more, and instead is heard
"Did we win today" or "How much did we get beat." Quite
a long drop for a Tiger team that dominated their state games
and attracted national attention for he past two years, but such
has been the fate of teams who have acquired even more renwn
than the former Clemson/ behemoths. Yes sir, we are in for a
mighty lean year. Not even a holocaust of touchdowns against
the remaining teams on the schedule, if such were possible,
could completely wipe out the stigma and ignominy which has
whitewashed the early part of the season.
Going northward, to engage V. M. I.
last year, the Bengals had crushed everything in its path with the exception of
Tennessee and piled up 196 points compared to a meager 47 points for its opponents. This year they have accumulated exactly 190 points less than their
total for 1930 while their adversaries
were pushing over 83.
A panoramic view of the 1931 picture is not very encouraging; it would
be extremely discouraging if it were not
for the magnificent fight displayed at all
times especially when the odds against
them were so great. This has been their
saving grace in every battle. Fighting
with all the strength their weak forces
could muster, the wearers of the Orange
have covered themselves with vell-deserved glory even though their efforts
have not brought forth a multitude of
points and a host of touchdowns.
But, after all, what does a few defeats mean? 'Nothing. Neither you not
they will ever know the difference ten
years from now, and at that time touchdowns in the old game of life will De
the only thing that will count.

suppose you started touring the country
and at a time when you were broke
and tired you stole an article of considerable value and were apprehended
by the police.
Would you tell the
authorities that you were a Clemson man
and even go so far as to substantiate
your identity by means of certain pieces
of jewelry or ornaments if there was anj
possible way to prevent. Not one out of
thousands would, but that one man has
been found. He did all those things
mentioned and when the noose dropped
about his neck he yielded his identity
and pointed out his accomplishments in
a vain effort to save himself from punishment.
Was he a Clemson man? He was
not. He never was and never wilt be.
and the likes of him are not wanted at
this institution.
This man was a product of commercialism—he was a hired trooper.
He
enjoyed privileges during his brief sta>
here that no other man would ever have
dreamed of and he "got by" with it.

All men like him have no pride in
their institution. This one man was no
exception—he dragged the name
of
Clemson through the mire and stained
the country, and if you had made an it with an indelible blot that cannot be
All-State football team as a result of essily removed.
your ability, and, if after all of this,
Rabid alumni who care for nohing
you were forced to leave school because except a good football team are respon01 your negligence and inability to carry sible in a large way for occurrences or
01: as a soldier, would you call yourself this kind—here's hoping the}' will learn
a lesson from this regretable and disa Clemson man?
After such a disgraceful departure. gusting affair.

KEE

V. M. I. NEXT
Philosophically speaking, V. M. I., the
next foe to meet the Tigers, is one of
the finest teams on the Clemson schedule.
Their achievements on the gridiron
have not been placed in a spotlight before the world and heralded as great,
and they apparently have not desired
such. They have not scoured the c"ontinent as other teams have done and are
doing in a tireless effort to bring to
light some star or stars who, by their
utra-brilliance, might cause their school
tc bask in the bright light of the AilAmerican sun.
On the other hand, they are entirely
content with drawing their material from
the immediate student body, and developing what latent sparks of manhood and
ability they may possess. Such a spirit
may not gain a tremendous amount of
yards on the playing field, but atter tl '
old football togs have been tucked away
and their wearers become concerned with
the more drastic problems of life, the.)
are the ones who, by loyalty, self sacrifice, and determination will be able to
leap from the maddened throngs of humanity and kick a goal, and a goal at
that time is the thing that will count.
Football is not a commercial industry
at V. M. I. The authorities in charge
have prevented it, great praise to thet>,
and the students enter in to the spirit
of the sport with all the enhusiasm o?
highschoolers.
Such is the team that the Bengals will
meet in Norfolk this Saturday, but win
or lose this is the finest team on the
Tiger schedule.
A CLEMSON MAN?
If you had your name spread in glaring headlines over the newspapers of
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TIGER COBS OEFEAT
WOFFORD TERRIERS
Entire Frosh

Backfield Gives

Good Performance

Opening their
attack in the
first
quarter, the Clemson Freshmen last Friday gained impetus in the second half
and trampled roughshod over Wofford
Frosh with a 31 to o victory on Riggs
Field.
The Cubs unleashed a magnificent
running attack to score early in the
first quarter, but were unable to cross
the Terriers' goal line again the first
half. After the half, however, Woodward, Spearman, Ward, and Cathcart
got busy and rang up four more markers
in handsome fashion. These backfield
artists stimulated interest in the rather
one-sided affair with some plain and
fancy side-stepping, hip-shifting, tackle
evading spurts into Wofford territory.
The ball-carrying of
Woodward and
Spearman showed up especially well in
broken field play.

On the next play Spearman glided off
left tackle behind beautiful interference
for 20 yards and a touchdown.
The baby Bengals really didn't get
going until the last quarter when they
managed to slip over three more counters. Ward, running at full tilt, intercepted a Terrier pass on the 25-yard line
and never slowed up until he had crossed the last strip. Woodward next thrilled the spectators with a 45-yard touchdown jaunt performed in his own unique
fashion. The Cubs' final marker was
the result of the 40-yard scamper of
Cathcart behind perfect interference,
making the total score 31 to o.
On the whole, the Clemson squad
showed fair coordination and team work,
the interference being particularly good
a: all times. In tre line, Cummings at.
:enter claimed most of the honor, Dut
the whole forward section never failed
t) come across, and Fellers at right end
showed up well in defensive action. The
only marring feature of the contest was
the large number of fumbles and intercepted passes, and the failure of the
cubs to annex more than a single extrsi
point.

The features of the game were long
dashes by Woodward, Ward, and Cathcart. Shortly after the half. Woodward
or. a fake pass, slipped around right end
for 30 yards and placed the pigskin in
striking distance of the Terriers* goal.

The young Terriers' prinapal threats
were Gault and Mims. Gault made himlf conspicious by his passing and
beautiful side-stepping. _It was Mims,
however, who did most of the ground
gaining for the visitors. Jones at left
guard, and Robertson at right end bVe
the brunt of the defense for Clemson.
—W. L. L.

SSABLE
WITH

OLD GOLDS
It's not only good manners to avoid
offending others with your smoking. It's good sense. The best way
to insure your own enjoyment.

STALED
ll..:iQ. OT

IN MOISTURE
CgltOPHANEI

For the same reason that OLD
GOLDS do not taint the breath, or
discolor the teeth ... for that very
reason OLD GOLDS are a finer
smoke ... easier on the throat and
more delightful in taste.
Pure tobacco . . . that sums it up.
Sun-ripened tobacco... sweetened
by nature herself. Tobacco so good
it needs no added flavoring.
If you'll take a dare . . . and try
natural-flavored OLD GOLDS for a
day... we predict OLD GOLD will
win another life-long friend!
NOT A COUGH IN A CARLOAD

O P. Lorillard Co., In

NO "ARTIFICIAL FLAVORS" TO TAINT THE BREATH OR STAIN THE TEETH ... NOT A COUGH IN A CARLO A

A. S. G. E. INITIATES
AMUSE MANY VISITORS
Civil Engineers Accept Seven
New Pledges
The annual initiation of candidates
for membership in the American Society
of Civil Engineers commenced on October 20. The candidates were subject
to several days of informal initiation before being formally initiated into the
Society. The pledges had their insignia
on hand during the entire week (a piece
of iron beam which they took with them
wherever they went.)
These candidates were marshalled to
Riggs Field during the football game
for the general amusement of the entire throng. This rambling group resembled a mixed chorous from Ziegfield's
Follies and some of Mr. Barnum's circus
clowns. Two of the unfortunates were
all staved up in a barrel with all other
vestiges of wearing apparel missing,
the candidate may never know it, one of
them carried a slide rule which would
take several very good mathematicians'
and mechanics to manipulate.
The final informal initiation took place
Tuesday evening in the Shop Building.
The nature of this initiation is well
known since the pledges were forewarned
to wear old clothes and to bring towels.
The nature of 'Tje initiation did not
bother the candidates so much as the
quality and the quantity.
Membership in the A. S. C. E. is
limited to civil engineering students. All
seniors in good standing are eligible,
and the seven juniors having the highest
ciass standing, and also the sophomore
having the highest class standing. This
year saw the most unusual coincidence
in the selection of candidates.
Of the sophomore class two had identical averages, and both were taken into
the Society. The following men were
initiated into the society:
Juniors—C. A. Arrington, E. L. Morris, W. S. Murph, R. . Lindsey, I. N.
Rivers.
Sophomores - H. H. O'Dell, J. B
Barnwell.
V. R. C.
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Bengals.
A fumble, recovered by
Hook on Clemson's 3 8. Clark came
in and punted to Oglethorpe's 5
yard line. The ball was taken by
.he fleet Herrin, who under the
cover of a "beautiful interference,
sprinted for 53 yards, to Clemson's
own 42. It was a beautiful run;
twisting, closely pressed, reversing
half his field, and neatly sidestepping, he really exhibited a nice job
of elusiveness.
After an exchange of punts Oglethorpe took the ball.
A pass,
Anderson to Herrin took the oval
to Clemsion's 26. Meyers got five
more on a double pass. A pass,.
Anderson to Herrin on the Celmson
seven. On a cut back over right
guard Herrin made a touchdown.
Leypert failed at the point.
Score-—Clemson 0—Oglethorpe 12
Late in the last period Miller
unlashed some nice passes to Werts
but to no avail. The die was cast
and after four passes in a row the
game ended.
It would take many pens to tell

of the fight that entered the game.
Every man whether in black or
orange played the best game of the
season. Too much praise cannot be
paid Captain Red Fordham for his
play. Not a gain was made of any
get in it. At one time five consecutive tackles were made by him,
and without his bulwark of strength
consequence when he was able to
the line would have suffered.
Taking his 150 pounds as if it
were around two hundred, Hook
■simply ploughed and tore the Petrel
line to pieces in the third quarter.
Too much credit cannot be payed
for his all around game.
"Whitey Harvley passed and kicked
his best game of the year. Several
times .his left would be tacklers
in his wake, and dealt plenty of
poison to the Petrels.
(No one could have wanted a better Homecoming game. It was fast
fleet, furious, and. loose. Many were
the breaks that might have easily
been turned to scores. Fum'hles on
both teams were noticable.
The

fleetness and ability of the opposing
Ihe society will be under the guidance
trio must be complimented: Walker, of Prof. D. W. Teare, who is head of
Herrin, and Anderson played fine the Agricultural Engineering division.
games.
The following officers were elected:
Tbo the Tigers lost the first that
President
D. D. Lee
the present corps has witnessed on
Vice President—L.M. Glymph
Riggs field, the fact remans that
Secretary Treasurer P. B. Chappell.
it was a wonderful game, and there
is not a doubt that it was their
ALUMNI NEWS
finest of the season.
With the
playing strength the Bengals had
yesterday to face Furman, the HurWillard L. Hart who took office this
ricane -will be nought but a summer breeze on Turkey day.—E. J. A. week as chief clerk of the Court of
Claims of Washington, D. C. brings a
reputation and the physique of an athlete
to that office usually considered as dry
AGRICULTURAL. ENGINEERS
ORGANIZE CHAPTER HERE and uninteresting as the musty records in
its archives.
He graduated in 1919 from Clemson,
Agricultural Engineeringi is a new
.d law at night at George Washcourse at Clemson this year. As a result the students ins thi course have or- ington University and served in the
ganized a student branch of the Ameri- Department of justice unil 1927, when he
can Society of Agricultural Engineering. went to the general counsel' office, BuThe first meeting was held Thursday reau of internal Revenue.
Hart made a iootball record here at
tiight, October 29. This meeting was
Clemson
and later starred on the G.
foi the purpose of organizing and electU.
varsity.—E.
L. M.
ing officers.
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OGLETHORPE DEFEATS
CLEMSON IN FAST GAME
(Continued from page one)
the period ended Walker passed to
Anderson for 25 yards placing the
ball on Clemson's 12 yard marker.
It was evident that Neely or
someone renewed the fire of the
team, during the intermission or
I should say fanned the flames.
There was not a minute that every
Tiger was not playing his heart out.
Clemson received.
Harvely
ran
out bounds on Clemson's 23 yard
line.
After two unsuccessful line
plays Harvley kicked and Walker
was forced out of bounds on the
Tiger's 44 marker. A pass, Walker
to Anderson was intercepted by
Captain Fordham of Clemson and
a Tiger march was born. Harvley
got six at left tackle; Harvley lassoed a bad pass and lost two. Harvley went off tackle to Oglethorpe's
42. Harvley's pass to Fleming was
no good so he took five at guard.
Hook then started a smashing
march. He made three at center;
he made six at left tackle; he made
first down on Ogelthorpe's 18; Hook
made three at tackle; the next jaunt
was for three more; Hook failed to
gain and the ball went over at that
place.
This march had certainly
scented strongly of a touchdown.
Even with his lack of smashing
weight there has never been a better demonstration of how a full
should crash a wall than this.
Soon after the third period opened a Petrel pass fell into the Tiger
end zone and the ball went over.
Seigel was hurt and replaced by
Dozier. Hook took seven yards in
two plays but the third resulted in
a smeared interference.
Harvley
kicked to Walker who ran it back
17 yards to the Tfger's own 49.
At this time the first string Petrels I
backs again entered which was the .
signal for lots of misery for the,

© 1931, LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO CO.

Let's talk Straight from the shoulder
WHAT you want in a cigarette is taste. You want
mildness . . . smoothness . . . and satisfying pleasure
when you smoke.
All right then . . . get this straight.
CHESTERFIELD pays top prices ... yes, and a
premium for the ripest, mellowest, sweetesttasting leaf that grows.
The curing and conditioning is done by specialists . . . men carefully trained in handling these
fine tobaccos.
...
IN BLENDING, also, Chesterfields are different
. . . Instead of merely mixing the tobaccos
together . . . we cross-blend them. It's like making a new and better-tasting kind of tobacco.
That's how we get that Chesterfieldflavor. Milder
. . . and a more pleasing aroma.
Cigarette paper? Only the purest that's made
is good enough for Chesterfield.

PICK UP a package. Note its clean appearance
from heavy inks. It's moisture-proof, too.

free

And three big factories at Richmond, Durham and San
Francisco—operating under the strictest sanitary standards
—rush them fresh to you.
Good ... they've got to be good. Because they're made that way. And
most important of all . . . you can
taste this goodness in the cigarette.
You can tell it in the smoke.
Light up, Mister! Try Chesterfield.
Let the cigarette do its own talking.
You'll get the whole thrilling story,
in just two words . . ."They Satisfy"!
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